“I want us to do more to bring together the East and West of Europe,” said EU Commission President Juncker in his State of the European Union speech on 12 September.

Join our talk session on 9 October in Brussels and find out why we believe that cooperation is central for a stronger and more united central Europe.
Transnational programmes invite you to a jointly organised idea lab on 10 October at the EU Regions Week. Register and brainstorm with us about the future shape of cooperation in Europe.

If you want to learn more about cooperation before or after the idea lab, you can visit the joint exhibition stand of our programmes. Meet us and project partners from all over Europe from 9-12 October.
2018 is the European Year of Cultural Heritage. At the EU Regions Week in Brussels, the European Commission and Oslo Region organise workshops that will explore the role of cooperation for cultural heritage, creative industries and arts.

You can learn more about achievements of Interreg CENTRAL EUROPE culture projects in both workshops.
Museums are places where everyone should be able to see and learn about our cultural heritage. But many museums in central Europe still encounter difficulties in becoming more accessible.

Our COME-IN! project presented achievements of their cooperation to policy makers from EU finance ministries at the fringe of an Austrian EU Presidency meeting. The financial attachés could experience the museum as visitors with visual impairments.
21 September is European Cooperation Day! Join the celebrations of cross-border, transnational and interregional cooperation in your region and learn what cooperation achieves for you and for others.

Interreg CENTRAL EUROPE organises an event in Veneto region on 24 September. We invite you to reflect on cooperation achievements in Italy and to discuss the future of cooperation.